This review covers construction and properties of porous molecular crystals (PMCs) constructed through hydrogen-bonding of C 3 -symmetric, rigid, π-conjugated molecular building blocks possessing carboxyaryl groups, which was reported in the last 5 years by the author's group. PMCs with well-defined, self-standing pores have been attracted attention due to various functionalities provided by selective and reversible inclusion of certain chemical species into the pores. However, it has been recognized for long time that construction of PMCs with permanent porosity is not easy due to weakness of noncovalent intermolecular interactions. Systematic construction of PMCs have been limited so far. To overcome this problem, the author has proposed a unique molecular design concept based on C 3 -symmetric π-conjugated molecules (C 3 PIs) possessing o-bis(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene moieties in their periphery and demonstrated that C 3 PIs systematically yielded hydrogenbonded organic frameworks (HOFs) composed of H-bonded 2D hexagonal networks (H-HexNets) or interpenetrated 3D pcu-networks, which exhibit permanent porosity, significant thermal stability, polar solvent durability, robustness/flexibility, and/or multifunctionality.
Introduction: porous molecular crystals
During the past 2 decades, porous materials containing organic components have come to the forefront of science and technologies. Applying designable organic molecules into construction of porous frameworks enables tailored functionalization of the frameworks for purposes such as selective gas storage/separation, catalysts, chemical sensing, ion/proton conducting, optoelectronics, and so on [1] . Metalorganic frameworks (MOFs) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and covalent-organic frameworks (COFs) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] are widely investigated for such applications because of their shape-persistent rigid frameworks connected through dative or covalent bonds and high designability from structural and electronic aspects. There is also renascence in the field of porous molecular crystals (PMCs), which are constructed from molecules through reversible intermolecular interactions [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
PMCs are crystalline materials with permanent porosity constructed from discrete organic molecules through noncovalent intermolecular interactions. The origin of the PMC chemistry may be back to Barrer's and Shanson's work [19] on Dianin's compound (4-p-hydroxyphenyl-2,3,4-trimethylchroman), which strongly indicates potential of organic molecules for porous materials such as zeolites. A pioneering works of the recent active phase of PMC chemistry are, for example, those on tris-o-phenylenedioxycyclotriphosphazene (TPP) [20, 21] , tetrapyridone derivative [22] , cyclic urea [23] , and so on [24] [25] [26] [27] . Other excellent PMCs have been also constructed from recently emerged novel cyclic compounds, such as pillararene [28] and cycloparaphenylene [29] . Although PMCs are closely related to classic organic inclusion crystals [30] [31] [32] , an important feature of PMCs is that they have self-standing pores (i.e. permanent porosity) that can accommodate various and/or specific guest molecules reversibly.
Specifically PMCs that are formed via hydrogen-bonding are often called as hydrogen-bonded organic frameworks (HOFs) [33] , supramolecular organic frameworks (SOFs) 1 3 [34, 35] , or porous organic salts (POSs) [36] , depending on what the authors want to focus on. Although several names and acronyms to describe PMCs constructed through H-bonding can be found in the literature, the name HOF is applied in the later part of this review article. Typical features of HOFs, compared with other porous materials such as MOFs and COFs, are as follows [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] :
(1) High crystallinity with large domain: HOFs are frequently obtained as a single crystal via a simple solution process thanks to the reversible H-bond formation. This enables us to determine the precise crystal structure by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SXRD). (2) Environmental friendliness: No heavy or transition metal species are necessary for framework construction, which can also provide lightweight materials. Moreover, the materials have ability to restore crystallinity by reannealing and are easily re-generated via a solution process. Such intrinsic properties of HOFs, however, simultaneously cause the following problems. Namely, HOFs tend to collapse during activation (removing of solvent molecules from voids). HOFs are not easy to design as chemists want to: Even when molecules are carefully designed, the desired porous HOFs do not always produce, but other structures such as nonporous crystals do. Inconveniently, both these two contradictory features come from the same origin. Namely, HOFs are constructed via reversible weak H-bonds. Therefore, we have needed to solve this dilemmas. One of the key ideas to construct stable porous HOFs is combining other secondary intermolecular interactions working between large surfaces, such as π/π interactions, with H-bonds. Another is to apply strong H-bonds such as charge assisted H-bonds [42] . More recently, Cooper and Day demonstrated HOF production based on "energystructure-function maps" built by combining computational crystal structure prediction and property prediction [43, 44] , which has a potential of game-changing technology for development of crystalline functional materials.
Recent progress in the field has produced excellent HOFs, possessing permanent porosity with large surface area, significant thermal and chemical durability, and functionality [45, 27, . For example, In 2012, Mastalerz and Oppel reported that a molecule possessing triptycene skeleton and cyclic urea formed highly porous HOF TTBI with density of 0.755 g cm − 3 and significantly large Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area [SA (BET) ] [69] of 2796 m 2 g − 1 [48] . Furthermore, Cooper, Day, and coworkers recently reported a honeycomb HOF with Mastalerz's molecule [43] . The HOF has an extremely low density of 0.412 g cm − 3 , good thermal stability up to 227 °C, and surface area with SA (BET) of 3425 m 2 g − 1 . Chen and coworkers constructed many kinds of HOFs by using diaminotriazine (DTA) as an H-bonding unit and demonstrated selective gas sorption properties [33, 53, 54, 56, 59, 63, 67] . Miljanić and coworkers reported HOFs with fluorinated pore surfaces based on C 3 -symmetric tripyrazole derivatives [51, 66] .
In this review, the author introduces HOFs and related networked frameworks constructed through dimerization of carboxy groups reported by the author's group in the last 5 years.
Networked structures connected by carboxylic acid dimers
A H-bonded dimer of carboxy groups [70] is one of the simplest and the most popular supramolecular synthon [71] to make molecular assemblies. Meanwhile, the dimer has still been attractive to construct exotic HOFs, because of facile synthesis of derivatives with carboxy groups and its high directional H-bond formation. As shown in Fig. 1 , geometrically-well defined building blocks possessing carboxy groups can reasonably form the corresponding topological and geometrical networked structures. In 1969, Marsh and Duchamp demonstrated that trimesic acid 1 yielded a waved H-bonded honeycomb network [72] . The networks were interpenetrated to yield a nonporous crystal, and it was in 1987 that layered honeycomb structures with 1D inclusion channels was constructed by Herbestein and coworkers by templated-crystallization [73] . In 2000, Kobayashi and coworkers demonstrated that hexakis(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene 2 also gave hexagonally-networked 2D sheets, which accumulate layer-by-layer without interpenetration [74] . These two representative classic works strongly imply promising potential of carboxy groups to construct porous frameworks.
Carboxylic acid-based HOFs with permanent porosity have started to be reported intensively since around 2015 ( Fig. 2 ). Rowsell, Zentner et al. reported that 1,3,5-tris(4carboxyphenyl)benzene (3) can form 2D honeycomb network, which interpenetrate to give the porous HOF (tcpb) [75, 76] . Chen et al. demonstrated that the 3D networked porous framework (HOF-11) formed by tris(4-carboxyphenyl)amine (4) showed SA (BET) of 687 m 2 g − 1 [59, 57] . Dynamic gas sorption behavior of TCF-1 and -2 composed of tetrahedral building blocks 5a and 5b were reported by Comotti, et al. [77] . The author and coworkers demonstrated that a series of X-shaped molecules 6-8 systematically formed a series of quasi-isostructural rhombic frameworks [78] . Wu et al. reported that biphenyl derivative 9 gave the stable, interpenetrated, 3D-networked framework (HOF-TCBP) with SA (BET) of 2066 m 2 g − 1 [79] . Liu et al. constructed the pylene-based HOF (PFC-1) with SA (BET) of 1 3 2122 m 2 g − 1 from 10 and demonstrated proof-of-concept for chemo and photodynamic therapy [80] . HOF JLU-SOF-1-R composed of the homochiral 11 had an SA (BET) value of 460 m 2 g − 1 and selective sorption toward CO 2 [81] . Takeda et al. demonstrated that twisted cyclic tetrathienylene 12 yielded a jumping HOF [82] . Stoddart et al. reported that triptycene derivative 13a and 13b provided interpenetration polymorphs of H-bonded networks [83, 84] . It is remarkable that building block molecules recently reported possess carboxyphenyl groups, instead of carboxy groups. This is probably because chemical modification of rigid π-conjugated systems with carboxyphenyl or carboxyaryl groups became much easier than before due to development of facile metal-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions such as Suzuki-Miyaura reaction [85] . Moreover, solubility of the molecule in common organic solvents such as alcohol and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) can be improved when a carboxyphenyl group is applied instead of a carboxy group [86, 87] . The phenylene spacer is also effective to generate void spaces in crystals [88] [89] [90] .
The author's concepts for systematic construction of HOFs
In order to construct isostructural HOFs in a systematic way, the author has proposed the following working hypothesis in 2015 ( Fig. 3a ). That is that C 3 -symmetric π-conjugated planar building blocks (C 3 PIs) possessing three o-bis(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene moieties in periphery can form an isostructural H-bonded hexagonal network (H-HexNet) sheet via H-bonding dimerization of the carboxy groups, and that the H-HexNets are stacked to give porous layered assembly of HexNets (LA-H-HexNets) [91] . In this hypothesis, the key motif is a H-bonded triangular porous motif formed by the peripheral three o-bis(4carboxyphenyl)benzene moieties. Although the motif has already been observed in Kobayashi's framework [74] , we noticed its importance on constructing HOFs and named the motif as phenylene triangle (PhT) motif [91] . The ring size of PhT motif is appropriate to retain the network structure within crystals. Indeed, if 4-carboxyphenyl groups are replaced by 4-carboxybiphenyl group in order to expand the triangle motif, crystallinity of the resultant LA-H-HexNets drastically decreases. Furthermore, during investigation on HOFs with planer C 3 PI molecules, we came to across unexpected results that a hexaazatriphenylene (HAT) derivative with 4-carboxyphenyl groups in the periphery formed no layered HOF (LA-H-HexNet) but a 3D networked HOF ( Fig. 3b ) [92] . In the crystalline state, packing force makes a HAT core twisted, resulting that the peripheral six carboxyphenyl groups are alternately directed up and down, and consequently, 3D H-bonded network with primitive cubic (pcu) topology is formed. The whole crystal structure is significantly rigid due to both interpenetration of the 3D network and shape-fitted tight docking among the propeller-shaped π-conjugated cores. Particularly the concept "shape-fitted docking" is a key for construction of highly-stable isostructural HOFs. Figure 3c shows various C 3 PIs surveyed to date in the author's group. In the following sections, the author describes structures and properties of HOFs that are constructed from these C 3 PIs based on the above mentioned concepts in detail.
Structural features of the phenylene triangle (PhT) motif
As described above, the PhT motif is a key for HOFs with H-HexNet structures. In this section, therefore, its structural features will be described ( Fig. 4 ). The PhT, which possesses a triangular void with ca. 12.5 Å on a side and ca. 9.7 Å of diameter, includes conformational frustration originated from steric hindrance of the o-terphenyl moiety. The two peripheral phenylene groups in the ortho-position prefer to incline in the same direction (P or M) to avoid steric repulsion between them ( Fig. 4a ). As a result, when three o-terphenyl derivatives form the PhT motif, the motif involves at least one conformationally-frustrated H-bonded dimer of the carboxy groups ( Fig. 4c, e ), except for the case that the all phenylene groups are in the orthogonal conformation [74] . Meanwhile, the PhT motif possessing three frustrated dimers ( Fig. 4b ) has not been observed so far. The frustrated dimer is sometimes trapped by a polar molecule used as a solvent for crystallization, such as DMF, and fractured to form the "truncated catemer" type dimer, to release the frustration ( Fig. 4d ,f) [91] . This structural changes caused by the solvent insertion can change stacking manners of the H-NexNets as observed in the case of T18 [91] .
HOFs composed of planar π-conjugated hydrocarbons
Firstly, four kinds of rigid and planar C 3 PIs with sides of two different lengths (Tp, T12, T18, and Ex) were designed, synthesized, and subjected to HOF construction [93] . Such C 3 PIs were expected to form a 2D H-HexNet with multi void spaces [94] . Moreover, the size and shape of the void can be varied by changing the side length of the C 3 PIs. Construction of LA-H-HexNets were performed by simple recrystallization, where a mixed solution of a highly polar solvent such as DMF and a high-boiling aromatic solvent such as 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (124TCB) or methyl benzoate (MeBz) was slowly evaporated at relatively high temperature (50-120 °C) over a couple days to yield single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis. Note that recrystallization at relatively low temperature such as at 30 °C results in concomitant formation of incompletely-networked crystals, in which one or more carboxy groups form H-bonds with solvent molecules, preventing formation of completely-networked LA-H-HexNet structures. At this moment, the author suggests that selective formation of the networked structures at high temperature is due to the following entropy compensation effect. Namely, formation of a completely-networked structure is entropically less favorable because abundant DMF molecules should be excluded during crystallization. To accomplish the networked structure, high temperature is required to compensate entropical disadvantage.
Crystal structures of LA-H-HexNets crystals of Tp, T12, T18, and Ex are shown in Fig. 5 . It is noteworthy that these four C 3 PIs form H-HexNets in the same way as expected. In the H-HexNet sheet, three kinds of pores (Voids I, II, and III) are formed. Void I is a pore within the PhT motif. Void II is the largest pore, whose dimension depends on the size of the C 3 PI cores: the longer sides of void II are the same (15.8 Å) in the four systems, while the shorter sides ranged from 2.0 to 11.4 Å. Void III is the inherent pore located at the center of the cyclic compounds T12, T18, and Ex. The H-HexNet sheets stack without interpenetration to give porous LA-H-HexNets (named as Tp-1, T12-1, T18-1, and Ex-1, respectively). Although the molecules give isostructural H-HexNets sheets, their stacking manners are not the same but depend on the molecular structures. The neighbored H-HexNet layers are stacked by weak interactions such as face-to-face (π/π), face-to-edge (CH/π), and CH/O interactions. The void ratio of the frameworks calculated by PLATON software are 54%, 41%, 58%, and 59%, respectively, and solvent molecules used for recrystallization are accommodated in the voids until activation.
In the case of Tp, with the smallest π-conjugated core among them, at least four polymorphs of LA-H-HexNets including Tp-1 are formed [95] . This is probably due to nonspecific weak interlayer interactions, as well as rotational flexibility of the peripheral phenylene rings. Other Tp derivatives, which have two methyl and fluoro groups at the ortho-positions of the carboxy group (TpMe and TpF, respectively) were also applied for HOF construction to investigate steric and conformational effects around hydrogen bonding moieties [96] . Theoretical calculation indicates that substituent groups have no effects on the binding energy of H-bonded dimerization, which is approximately 15 kcal mol − 1 and that both carboxy and phenylene groups exhibit twisted conformations. Experimentally, TpMe yielded at least three polymorphic LA-H-HexNets with versatile conformation of the peripheral carboxy and phenylene moieties. TpF gave one crystalline form possessing LA-H-HexNet structure, in which the peripheral groups are significantly disordered.
Activation of the LA-H-HexNets was conducted by immersing the as-formed crystalline powder into benzene for overnight at room temperature, followed by laying it under vacuum condition (0.2 kPa) for 1 day at 100 °C to give completely-desolvated materials (Tp-apo, T12-apo, T18-apo, and Ex-apo). The materials still exhibit obvious PXRD patterns. However, they are not in agreement with the original patterns of the solvate crystals, indicating that crystal structures of the LA-H-HexNets changed during activation processes. Therefore, crystal structures of the activated forms were attempted to be identified based on PXRD patterns, and were successfully obtained the reasonable structures in the cases of Tp-apo and T12-apo by using the crystal structure prediction (CSP) technique and powder X-ray analysis including Rietveld refinement, respectively. Structural analysis of Tp-apo based on the experimental PXRD data was failed. Alternately, we applied the classic CSP technique to estimate the structure. Given P-1 crystal with Z' = 1, approximately 5500 crystal structures were generated by Monte Carlo calculations with a geometrically optimized molecular model of Tp, and subsequently optimized by the force field. PXRD patterns of the generated structures and experimental Tp-apo were carefully compared, and one candidate structure (CD FF ), which is pointed by the red arrow in the lattice energy-density plot of the generated structures, was picked up [ Fig. 6a (top) ]. The structure of CD FF was further optimized by DFT calculation at the vdW-DF2 level with the Quantum Espresso program [97] . The parameters of the optimized structure (CD DFT Fig. 6a (bottom) ]. In the structure of Tp-apo, the H-HexNet is retained, while stacking manner of H-HexNets is changed so as to accomplish larger overlap between the adjacent layers ( Fig. 6c ). Triangular channels with a diameter of ca. 8.5 Å run along the c axis. The void ratio of the pore is 33%. Crystal structure of T12-apo was, on the other hand, successfully solved by the Rietveld refinement based on the experimental PXRD pattern with the following parameters [a = 20.13(2) Å, b = 43.36(4) Å, c = 7.401(7) Å, β = 90.509(4)°, Rp = 5.73%, Rwp = 8.00%] (Fig. 6b ). The analysis indicates that T12-apo also retains a layered structure of H-HexNet sheets, although H-bonded dimers of the carboxyphenyl groups are deformed (Fig. 6d) . The stacking manner of the layers are also slightly altered, and one-dimensional pores with a triangular aperture with width of 8.8 Å are formed along the c axis. A small spherical room with a diameter of 2.8 Å is branched from the main pore. The void ratio of T12-apo is 38%.
Regarding stability of HOFs, VT-PXRD experiment reveals that frameworks of Tp-apo, T12-apo, T18-apo, and Ex-apo decompose at 323 °C, over 360 °C, 242 °C, and 249 °C, respectively. On the other hand, HOFs composed of TpF and TpMe exhibit relatively lower decomposition temperatures (301 °C and 155 °C, respectively) compared with Tp.
Tp-apo and T12-apo show a type-I N 2 sorption isotherm at 77 K. Similarly, Tp-apo has a type-I CO 2 sorption isotherm, while T12-apo exhibit a two-stepped sorption isotherm with hysteric behavior for CO 2 at 195 K. Calculated SA (BET) values of Tp-apo and T12-apo based on CO 2 sorption are to be 788 m 2 g − 1 and 557 m 2 g − 1 , respectively. Although T18-apo and Ex-apo also absorb N 2 and CO 2 , the details are not shown because of their ambiguous structures. Tp-apo and T12-apo were also demonstrated to absorb volatile hydrocabons such as ethane, n-butane, and n-hexane. Tp-apo shows similar amounts of uptake toward n-hexane and cyclohexane, while T12-apo shows better absorption property for cyclohexane than for n-hexane, probably due to subtle valance of their size matching that maximizes attractive van der Waals interactions [98] .
It is noteworthy that only T12-apo shows the stepwise CO 2 sorption behavior with hysteresis at 195 K (Fig. 7a) . Generally, such hysteresis is recognized to be generated from (1) capillary condensation taking place in mesopores or (2) framework flexibility and the existence of molecular gates. To reveal the origin of the sorption behavior, in-situ PXRD measurements were performed, disclosing that T12apo transforms among four kinds of crystalline forms (states 1-4) reversibly during CO 2 absorption-desorption process at 195 K (Fig. 7b) [99] . Although the precise crystal structures have not been determined, the observed PXRD patterns indicated that the layered structure of T12-apo changes by distorting the network, slipping of the H-HexNet layers, and/ or increasing in the interlayer distance (States 1-4 shown in Fig. 7c ). These results indicate that organic layered crystals is much more flexible than our conventional consideration and the results can aid the construction of soft porous crystalline materials.
The H-bonded low density framework can be applied not only for gas and hydrocarbon absorbents but for a platform to achieve unusual arrangement of fictional molecules. Crystallization of T18 in the presence of fullerene C 60 yields (Fig. 8a,b) . Interestingly, void II in T18-C 60 -2 accommodates two C 60 molecules at its corners and the resulting dimeric array of C 60 is aligned within the H-HexNet framework in a way isolated from the adjacent dimers (Fig. 8c) . The distance between the centeroids of the nearest two C 60 molecules (A and B) is 11.2 Å and that between the second nearest two molecules is 15.1 Å. The isolated C 60 pair observed in the present system is a unique type of C 60 array [100] . Furthermore, LA-H-HexNets composed of π-conjugate molecules, particularly T12, were revealed to exhibit significant fluorescence emission [101, 102] . The results imply that the LA-H-HexNet can be a useful platform to align functional molecules, aiming to developing optoelectronic functional materials.
Bowl-shaped C 3 PI: a sumanene derivative
As described in the former sections, C 3 PIs with a planar flat core, such as triphenylene derivative (Tp), form planar 2D H-HexNets sheets, which stack without interpenetration to yield porous layered frameworks [95] . Non-planar bowl-shaped C 3 PIs, on the other hand, seem to be difficult to form the same a planar 2D H-HexNets. The author became interested in a periodic H-bonded framework composed of bowl-shaped π-conjugated molecules, although a handful examples of MOFs based on corannulene and sumanene were reported [103] [104] [105] . Such structure can provide useful information how curved molecules accomplish fully H-bonded, networked structures. Furthermore, unique physical properties originating from the curved π-systems are also expected. From these aspect, C 3 PI possessing buckybowl [106] CPSM was synthesized and subjected to network formation experiments [107] .
CPSM gives three types of crystals, and interestingly two of them are revealed to form fully H-bonded networked structures ( Fig. 9 ). In crystal CPSM-1, the molecules are connected via the PhT motif as in the case of Tp-1, to give a H-HexNet sheet. The sheet is undulated with a periodicity of 35.3 Å due to an alternate alignment of bowl-up and bowl-down buckybowls. To satisfy H-bond formation, two carboxyphenyl groups bend outward and the bowl becomes shallower compared with the pristine smanene: The bowl depth (BD) is 0.985 Å for CPSM-1 and 1.11 Å for pristine smanens) [108, 109] . In crystal CPSM-2, the molecules are forms a hamburger-shaped dimer by interdigitating peripheral phenylene groups. The dimer has internal void with volume of 140 Å 3 , in which one DMF molecule is encapsulated. The dimers are connected through a trefoil knot-shaped H-bonding motif to form a bilayer. Since all carboxy groups of the molecule are capable of forming H-bonds without severe geometrical frustration, the BD value in CPSM-2 is 1.15 Å, which is close to that of the pristine sumanene. In connection with network topology, CPSM-1 has 6-connected a two-dimensional uninodal hxl net. CPSM-2 also has a 6-connected two-dimensional network, while the topology of the network has been hitherto unknown (Fig. 9c,f) .
Since a networked layer in CPSM-1 and -2 crystals has less contact with the neighboring layers due to a bumpy surface, the crystals are expected to be deformed by compression. To confirm this point, the single crystals of CPSM-1 and CPSM-2, placed respectively in a diamond anvil cell, were subjected to SXRD analysis under high pressure conditions. CPSM-1 immediately loses its crystallinity upon adding pressure, while CPSM-2 keeps single crystallinity, and its cell parameters show significant anisotropic changes upon addition of isotropic hydrostatic fluid pressure. Mainly, only the c axis is shortened by 11.0% at 970 MPa compared with that under ambient pressure. This transformation is irreversible. SXRD analysis at 970 MPa reveals that two contacted CPSM molecules (A and B) are slipped along their curved surfaces as shown in Fig. 10 , resulting in shrinkage of interlayer distance. Such a dynamic behavior between non-planar 2D sheets is hitherto unknown and can provide new insight into 2D-networked architectures based on nonplanar π-conjugated systems.
Nitrogen-incorporated C 3 PIs: a hexaazatri-phenylene and -naphthylene derivatives
In the following parts, the author describes HOFs constructed by N-contained π-conjugated molecules. Introducing nitrogen atoms into π-conjugated polycyclic aromatic systems is capable of altering frontier orbital levels and interacting and/or coordinating to cationic species such as metal cations and proton. Therefore, HOFs composed of such systems are expected to show not only permanent porosity but also other functionalities such as optoelectronic properties and external stimuli-responsiveness. In order to construct such multi-functional HOFs, two [110] , were applied. Firstly, a HAT derivative possessing six carboxyphenyl groups (CPHAT) was synthesized and subjected to HOF construction. CPHAT is a closely resembling analogue of Tp which gives layered HOF (LA-H-HexNet). However, surprisingly, CPHAT gives no layered HOF (LA-H-HexNet) but a 3D networked HOF (CPHAT-1) [92] . In solid state, a HAT core is not flat but has a propeller-like twisted conformation due to packing force. Owing to the conformation, the peripheral six carboxyphenyl groups are alternately directed up and down, resulting in 3D H-bonded network with primitive cubic (pcu) topology. The network is then interpenetrated by fourfold to yield the whole crystal structure (Figs. 3b, 11 ). It is remarkable that the framework of CPHAT-1 is much more stable than that of Tp: the activated framework CPHAT-1a has retained single crystallinity, capable of being solved by SXRD analysis, and moreover, is thermally stable over 300 °C and has durability against polar solvents, as described later. This significant stability is provided not only by interpenetration of 3D network but by shape-fitted tight docking among the propeller-shaped π-conjugated cores. Then, keeping this in the mind, the author hypothesized that "shape-fitted docking" [111] of HAT cores can play an important role to accomplish highly-stable isostructural HOFs, and explored other HAT derivatives which possess HAT core as a common platform and H-bonding arms with different length and structures.
To date, two HAT-based HOFs (CPHAT-1a and CBPHAT-1a), which have phenylene and biphenylene arms, were reported [92, 112] . A preliminary crystal structure of one solvated HOF composed of a HAT derivative possessing diphenylacetylene arms (CTolHAT-1) was also revealed by the author's group as shown in Fig. 11c , although the details have not published yet. These HOFs have the closely same hierarchical structures from molecular conformation, H-bonding motif, and the interpenetrated 3D CPHAT and CBPHAT were crystallized by slow evaporation of a DMF and 124TCB mixed solution at 100 °C and 60 °C, respectively, to give the P-3 and R-3 framework crystals including 124TCB molecules [CPHAT-1(124TCB) and CBPHAT-1(124TCB), respectively]. Activation of CPHAT-1(124TCB) and CBPHAT-1(124TCB) crystals at 200 °C and 150 °C, respectively, under vacuum conditions gives empty crystals CPHAT-1a and CBPHAT-1a with permanent porosity. It is remarkable that they retain their original frameworks and single crystallinity, which enabled to perform SXRD analysis to reveal the structures. CPHAT-1a and CBPHAT-1a have thermal stability to keep the framework up to 339 °C and 305 °C, respectively, and also have solvent durability against polar mediates such as water, alcohol, and hydrochloric acid. To evaluate their porosity, the activated HOFs were subjected to gas sorption experiments as shown in Fig. 12 . Due to larger size of the channel (widths of aperture are 14.5 Å for CBPHAT-1a and 6.7 Å for CPHAT-1a), CBPHAT-1a shows much amount of uptake compared with CBPHAT-1a. Moreover, it is noteworthy that only CPHAT-1a with narrower channles shows no absorption toward N 2 , but gives type-I sorption isotherm toward CO 2 , even the kinetic diameters of both N 2 and CO 2 are smaller than width of the aperture. Generally, CO 2 tends to be more absorbed than N 2 in the case of porous materials composed of organic molecules because organic groups such as aromatic benzene rings or carbonyl groups can interact with a quadrupolar CO 2 more than nonpolar N 2 . In the case of CPHAT-1a, however, the origin of the CO 2 selectivity seems not to be simple, and further investigation is required. SA (BET) values are estimated to be 649 m 2 g − 1 for CPHAT-1a based on the CO 2 absorption isotherm and to be 1288 m 2 g − 1 for CBPHAT-1a based on the N 2 absorption isotherm.
As described above, single crystals of empty CPHAT-1a were successfully obtained, which encouraged us to demonstrate anisotropic sorption behaviors of 1D porous channels by using the single crystals. As shown in Fig. 13a , a gradual penetration of iodine into the crystal of CPHAT-1a is observed when the crystals is placed under iodine vapor at ambient condition. An edge of the single crystal is immediately colored with red, and the colored region is extended and reaches to the other edge within 10 min, although the iodine penetration behavior highly depends on crystalline sizes, shapes, and conditions (e.g. existence of cracks). When the iodine vapor is removed, the dark-red crystal is gradually discolored in relatively longer period of time compared with the absorption process. An alignment of iodine within the channel of CPHAT-1a was determined by SXRD analysis of the iodine-filled crystal (Fig. 13b,c) . CPHAT-1a retains its original framework and iodine molecules are included in the channels. Iodine molecules are aligned in a threefold helical fashion, and each of iodine molecules contacts with the neighboring ones with a nearly perpendicular manner: the intermolecular distance and contact angle between the neighboring iodine molecules (A and B) are 3.60 Å and 82.8°, respectively, which are typical for the perpendicular halogen-bond in a crystalline state [113] . Moreover, the iodine molecule forms a halogen-bond with the oxygen atom of the carboxy group on the channel surface (distance of O⋯I is 3.08 Å, angles of I-I⋯O and C-O⋯I are 150.4° and 144.5°, respectively) [114] . Because of this attractive interactions, iodine molecules prefer to be accommodate in the channel and the occupancy of total iodine molecules is estimated by crystallographic analysis to be 79%. [115] . Contrary to CPHAT, CPHATN forms the PhT motif via H-bonding of carboxy groups to give a H-HexNet sheet, which then stacks without interpenetration to give a LA-H-HexNet CPHATN-1(124TCB). Larger π-conjugated core of CPHATN may prevent the core twisting to form a 3D network, which is observed in the HAT-systems. Moreover, it is noteworthy that carboxy groups do not make H-bonds with the basic pyrazine moieties, which remain "vacant" and play a role to show acid responsiveness.
To explore activation condition of the material, TG-DTA and VT-PXRD experiments of as-formed crystalline bulk of CPHATN-1(124TCB) were undertaken. TG curve indicates that the material is completely desolvated at ca. 220 °C to give empty framework CPHATN-1a. Moreover, VT-PXRD changes show that the peaks at 4. 30, 5.18, 8.62, and 10 .48° starts to appear at 83 °C and slightly shifts to 4.34, 5.24, 8.74, 10 .52° up to 114 °C, indicating shrinkage of the crystallographic cell ( Fig. 14a ), although the initial patterns at around room temperature are not clear as in the case of other systems [93] . The peak intensity increases as 124TCB) and d CPHATN-1a , where the conformationally frustrated carboxylic dimer is distorted upon activation as pointed by arrows heating, reaches plateau at ca. 250 °C. The intensity remains up to 360 °C, which is the limitation temperature of the equipment, indicating that the framework of CPHATN-1a has significant thermal stability enough to retain the porous structure at high temperature.
Based on the results mentioned above, activation of CPHATN-1(124TCB) was completed by heating at 190 °C for 3 days under a vacuum condition to yield CPHATN-1a, which again partly retained single crystalline domain suitable for SXRD analysis (Fig. 14b ). CPHATN-1a has a slightly different LA-H-HexNet structure with CPHATN-1(124TCB). Although stacking way of the molecules are quite similar, the conformationally-frustrated carboxy dimer is deformed upon removal of the solvent molecules to transform the framework and a ratio of void volume calculated by PLATON software is decreased from 26 to 20%. 1D channels with an aperture width of ca. 6.2 Å are survived after activation. CPHATN-1a is less stable toward polar solvent compared with 3D networked CPHAT-1a and CBPHAT-1a, due to its layered 2D network. Gas sorption experiments of CPHATN-1a give SA BET estimated to be 379 m 2 g − 1 based on N 2 sorption isotherm at 77 K.
Interestingly, CPHATN-1a changes its color from yellow to reddish-brown and its fluorescence is switched OFF when exposed to both 37%-HCl aqueous solution and HCl vapor (Fig. 15a ). While the original yellow color and fluorescence intensity are then recovered upon removal of HCl by heating the materials or leaving them under an ambient condition for a couple of ten minutes. These process are reversible and repeatable. Upon exposing to HCl, a new absorption band at 500-600 nm appears in UV-Vis spectrum and the emission band at 539 nm is strongly quenched in fluorescence spectrum (Fig. 15c,d) . These observations clearly indicate the sensitivity of CPHATN-1a to HCl, and interactions between protons and weakly-basic pyrazine moieties of HATN core. Removal of HCl from CPHATN-1a resulted in recover of the original absorption and emission spectra. This is, to our knowledge, the first example of HOFs with external-stimuli responsiveness in color and emission. Furthermore, HCl exposure experiments demonstrate that not only CPHATN-1a but CBPHAT-1a also show HCl responsiveness [116] . The HCl responsiveness of CBPHAT-1a is also reversible (Fig. 15b ). However, CBPHAT-1a shows red shift of the fluorescence band from 489 nm, via 603 nm after 5 min, and to 675 nm at 40 min, as well as the clear new absorption band at ca. 600 nm (Fig. 15e,f) . The observed successive shift on the fluorescence spectra is explained in terms of multi-step protonation of the nitrogen atoms of the CBPHAT core when sensing the HCl atmosphere. The present results would open a door for a new porous organic materials with stimuli responsiveness.
Conclusion
Conventionally, a hydrogen bond have been regarded as too weak interaction to be used for construction of molecular crystals with self-supported large pores. However, recent advance in the HOF chemistry enable it getting much easier to construct porous frameworks with permanent porosity. To achieve construction of designed frameworks, H-bonding moieties that allow highly directional H-bonds with predictable manners and rigid molecular skeletons exclusive degree of conformational freedom are required. Furthermore, to realize rigid framework with permanent porosity, it is necessary to introduce secondary interacting moieties capable of well-fitted intermolecular contacts to support the H-bonded networks, in addition to applying geometrically well-preorganized supramolecular synthons.
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